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Two years ago, the first edition of the RED PAGES was provided to leaders in Mental
Health and Substance Abuse agencies, Public Health agencies, Public Information Officers,
Disaster Coordinators, and others involved in disaster response in an effort to support
communication and assistance efforts to our communities.
September 11, 2001 and more recent tragedies as a result of the Asian tsunami and
Hurricane Katrina, as well as worldwide concerns about pandemic flu, have put a new and real
face on the impact of disaster. In response to one certainty – change – and in a continuing
demonstration of updating preparedness planning, we are providing new information to address
new situations and updated statewide emergency contact information.
Included in this 2nd Edition:
•

Updated emergency resource contact information, listed by the Colorado Department
of Emergency Management’s All Hazards Emergency Management Regions. (See
RED PAGES)

•

Being Prepared - How to support yourself, your organization, which supports others,
and businesses during the most stressful and challenging times of our lives. (See
GREEN PAGES)
o Personal Workplace Disaster Supplies Kit Checklist (New)
o Avian Flu & Pandemic Preparedness (New) – Facts about the flu and
preparedness guidelines for communities and businesses
o Resiliency Awareness and Planning Guides (New)

•

Updated listing of Web resources that address disaster planning for businesses. (See
Volume II Table of Contents – WHITE PAGES)

Finally, we recognize that the RED PAGES can only be considered a ‘resource’ if the information
provided is useful, accurate, and complete. Like any successful emergency planning, evaluation
is an important step in the process. Your feedback is vital, and we look for your response to
helping us help you in your work.
Curt H. Drennen, Psy.D.
Mental Health Disaster Coordinator
Division of Mental Health
(303) 866-7403
curt.drennen@state.co.us

Jeanne Oliver
Public Information Officer
Jefferson Center for Mental Health
(303) 432-5174
jeanne@jcmh.org

Our special thanks to the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
for the grant that made the publication of the RED PAGES possible.
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